“There are very few African American men in this country who haven’t had the experience of being followed when they were shopping in a department store. That includes me. There are very few African American men who haven’t had the experience of walking across the street and hearing the locks click on the doors of cars. That happens to me—at least before I was a senator. There are very few African Americans who haven’t had the experience of getting on an elevator and a woman clutching her purse nervously and holding her breath until she had a chance to get off. That happens often.”

- President Barack Obama, July 19, 2013
by that history, and of the still-strong divisions in lived experience between groups that we call “races.” It is impossible to tell the full story of racial discipline disparities without considering the full range of racialized historical and current factors that shape school life in the United States. The ravages of slavery and Jim Crow, forced migration, and policies that enforced unequal treatment placed African Americans and most people of color at an economic and social disadvantage that persists to this day. Some of our most disadvantaged schools, more often than not populated by black and brown skinned youth, keenly show the effects of poverty within their walls, engendering frustrations and exacerbating potential conflicts among students and between teachers and students. Regrettably, our history also left us with pervasive and false ideas about “races” that have shaped our perceptions of who is valued and who is not, who is capable and who is not, and who is “safe” and who is “dangerous.”

Racial disparities are not easy for Americans to confront, in large part because of a long-standing reluctance to talk about issues of race and ethnicity frankly and openly. Thus, this final paper in the Discipline Disparities series directly addresses our difficulties in addressing race when we confront racial disparities. This brief focuses on how our nation’s history has left us with ideas about “race” that still prompt exclusionary and disparately disciplinary practices and segregated, boundary experiences that make it difficult to confront racial issues, even as those issues continue to play out in our everyday interactions. The paper concludes with recommendations for a race-conscious approach to intervention, as a way of beginning to frankly discuss and directly address racial disparities, including discipline disparities. If we are to undo the racial inequities that continue to plague us, we must find constructive ways to talk about them and intervene constructively and consciously to end them.

Part I: Why is It So Difficult to Face Issues of Race?

An Old Issue: What History Left Us With’

“Race” is a consequence of slavery and conquest. The racial groups we currently recognize are not based on substantive biological or genetic differences but rather are social constructs that were created and reinforced across hundreds of years. In the United States, the origins of inequality began with slavery and gave us many of the racial stereotypes that retain much of their power today in schools and society. Over the course of subsequent centuries, Asian Americans, African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans, were all judged by European settlers and their descendants as inferior to Whites. Popular authors and scientists produced and circulated data purporting to demonstrate the inferiority of non-Europeans to reinforce those stereotypes. These corrosive stereotypes fueled unequal treatment, and continue to do so even today. While a number of social groups racialized as the “Other” have faced dehumanizing experiences, perhaps one of the most deeply entrenched—and the most pertinent to today’s discipline disparities, as well as the controversial killings across the nation headlining our media—is the corrosive stereotype of the dangerous Black male. We focus here specifically on the evolution of stereotypes linked to Black males for a number of reasons: first, because of the public salience of recent killings of Black male youth in the last year, and the ensuing outrage over their criminalization and dehumanization (conditions that we argue here are historically rooted). Second, because as other papers in our series have shown, Black males face the most glaring disproportionality in discipline in schools, compared to all other groups.

If we are to undo the racial inequities that continue to plague us, we must find constructive ways to talk about them and intervene constructively and consciously to end them.

Slavery and the notion of the dangerous Black male.

Like many of the racial stereotypes that remain embedded in our consciousness, the notion of the dangerous Black male grew directly out of slavery and its aftermath. Key to the institution of slavery was the need to “discipline” and control those enslaved. Slave codes enacted beginning in the 17th Century made it illegal for slaves to congregate, marry, travel without their masters’ permission, or even learn to read. For Black slaves then, any attempt to engage in normal human activity made one a criminal.

The “dangerous Black man” stereotype, which framed Black men as aggressors and “sexual predators,” was seeded and spread as slaveholders reserved the most horrific punishments for Black men. For instance, out of fear of the slave revolts of the early 19th Century, slaveholders spread the notion that runaway slaves were not escaping victims, but dangerous criminals who would rape White women if they had the chance. Although such incidents were rare or unheard of at that time, a law introduced in 1700 in Pennsylvania by William Penn mandated death or castration should a Black man attempt to rape a White woman; the mere fact of the legislation helped plant perceptions of the African American man as a potential danger. By the early 20th century, the stereotype of the dangerous Black predator had become deeply entrenched in the U.S. American psyche, endorsed by popular culture, politicians, and academics. That fear in turn led to a cruel epidemic perpetrated on Black men: Between 1889 and 1918, more than 2,500 Blacks were lynch in the United States, primarily for minor grievances like disputing with a White man, attempting to register to vote, asking a White woman’s hand in marriage, or peeping in a window. For Black women, the conditions were no better; slave owners often denigrated their bodies through rape, forced procreation or “breeding” with other slaves, and sold their children into slavery. Over time, other stereotypes emerged for Black women, who were frequently depicted as hypersexual, promiscuous, and less virtuous than White women.

Continuing inequality fueled by stereotypes. Long after slavery’s end, a racial worldview stressing the inferiority of Blacks and other people of color supported continuing segregation, unequal opportunity, and the race-based hierarchy of Jim Crow, enforced by law, custom, and the terror of bombings and lynchings. To escape outright oppression, Southern Blacks moved north in search of increased social and economic opportunity, yet still encountered attitudes and policies that reinforced segregation and stereotypes, and limited economic opportunity.

For nearly a century after the Civil War, laws and practices enforcing inferior schools for Blacks, Native Americans, Asians, and Mexican Americans and significantly better educational access, housing, and jobs for Whites led to economic and social cumulative advantage for Whites and growing disadvantage for people of color. Today our nation’s academic and discipline gaps can be seen as our nation’s “educational debt”—the direct results of compounded economic, social, and political inequalities that have plagued the United States for centuries.
The effects of stereotypes today. Stereotypes rooted in our national consciousness for centuries—including the “dangerous Black male” stereotype—continue to play themselves out today. TV and other media play a role in reinforcing such biases in our brains: the social action group Color of Change only recently succeeded in getting Fox to cancel primetime “Cops,” a program filling generations of minds with images of Black people spread-eagled or running from police. Stereotypes developed through these centuries of oppression and discrimination contribute to lowered expectations for many children of color’s academic abilities and potential. Study findings have revealed that 58.9 percent of Black and White subjects endorsed at least one stereotypical view of difference in inborn ability. As recent research on implicit bias shows, those stereotypes are widespread, perhaps the norm, in U.S. culture. Research studies on implicit, even unconscious associations have found that U.S. study participants even associate Black faces more frequently, create disruptions in the life chances of many Black and Brown youth.

Failure to Communicate: How Segregation and Social Boundaries Perpetuate Stereotypes

In the aftermath of World War II, when the landmark decision Brown vs. Board of Education rejected the doctrine of separate but equal and demanded affirmative steps to overcome the handicaps created by legalized segregation, social scientists theorized that increased contact among those of differing racial, ethnic and cultural backgrounds would make it increasingly difficult to hold on to stereotypes, bias and discrimination. They underestimated, however, the rigidity of mindsets and stereotypical beliefs borne from social segregation.

More recent government practices, in conjunction with patterns in housing choice, have exacerbated and reinforced the segregation of our communities. By the early 1970’s, our courts began to limit or roll back many of the principles that had guided post-Brown civil rights reform, refusing to act on anything but explicitly “de jure” segregation, releasing many school districts from any desegregation efforts, and eventually, outlawing much race-conscious desegregation effort. Both African American and Latino students attend schools that are on average composed of over 60% students of color, while White students are the most segregated of all groups, attending on average schools that are 77% White. Our segregated schools continue to reproduce the class patterns associated with race throughout our history: African American and Hispanic students are three times (35% & 34.5 %, respectively) as likely as White students (12.5%) to be born into poverty, have less adequate access to health care, and tend to attend schools with inadequate physical facilities, and less highly qualified and trained teachers. The resource drain of segregation exacerbates stress and frustration in segregated settings. Research also shows that the increased presence of “school resource officers” in such stressed, low-resource settings often increases the likelihood that young black people are not just suspended, but ejected into the justice system through school arrest, particularly for subjective offenses such as disorderly conduct.

The absence of truly integrated society—a society in which we live together and as equals—has left us as a nation unable to learn from one another, to surmount old stereotypes, and to communicate and to act effectively on the eradication of inequalities that run rampant in our schools and society.

Segregationist mindsets spawned separatist government and private sector policies that continue to define many of our communities today. In a recent report, economist Richard Rothstein thoroughly outlines how numerous government-sanctioned practices tolerated and encouraged the perpetuation of racial segregation, from neighborhood zoning rules separating black and white communities to the development of isolated public housing projects; to federal subsidies for suburban development and neighborhood racial coveners excluding housing access to African Americans; to explicit real estate, insurance, and banking practices. Researchers have found that much of the wealth and economic inequality gaps exist today among African Americans, Latinos, and Whites can be traced back to segregationist, economic and social practices.

Concurrently, severe resource deficits have plagued schools attended predominantly by low-income students of color. What educator Jonathan Kozol documented as “savage inequalities” across the nation range from finance inequities to meager resources such as dilapidated physical plants, inadequate reading and curricular materials for teaching and learning, and a disproportionate percentage of inexperienced teachers and an overrepresentation of school safety officers catalyzing police intervention—all amidst school cultures often defined by low expectations and mistrust.

Since physical separation across schools and districts by race and class remains the norm, the structure of relationships between groups in our society remains largely segregated, lessening the opportunities not only for students from historically disadvantaged backgrounds to have the same access to high-quality schools but also for groups to interact and have their stereotypes of one another challenged. Our experiences in schools are not just segregated physically, but also socially boundaried. That is, physical and psychological separation by race creates very real boundaries in lived experience that make us unable to learn from and understand each other. Segregation doesn’t just compound economic inequality, with more-wealthy and more-White students in schools or classes with more opportunity and less-wealthy students of color in underresourced, understaffed schools. Despite the end of legal sanctions upholding strict segregation, there has not yet been a real and functional integration in schools and society. The absence of a truly integrated society—a society in which we live together and as equals—has left us as a nation unable to learn from one another, to surmount old stereotypes, and to communicate and to act effectively on the eradication of inequalities that run rampant in our schools and society. Indeed, in schooling as in policing, adults and youth interact across race lines more than people in many other careers, while in many cases being underprepared to do so.

Even in the face of rapidly increasing diversity in our nation’s student population, the majority of U.S teachers remain female, White, and middle class, creating a within-
school boundary in itself. Many students in pre-service education programs enter with little previous contact with racial groups other than their own; unless pervasive negative stereotypes are explicitly engaged and challenged, educators can carry these common stereotypes with them into schools.

Nor are White teachers the only bearers of stereotypes. Middle class teachers of color are no less likely to evaluate students subjectively than their White middle class counterparts, while Black and White teachers of working class backgrounds are less likely to evaluate their racial and ethnic minority and poor students negatively. These findings point to the complex dynamics of race and class: Controlling images and narratives about different groups of individuals can affect us all across racial lines.

In sum, 60 years after Brown we remain surprisingly segregated as a society, and the boundaries between the experiences of those of different heritages remain. 

Race Still Matters: How Old Patterns Continue Today

As a result of our boundaryed experiences and the widespread tendency to avoid the charged topic of race whenever possible, there is insufficient opportunity to reach out across those lines of social division and examine the causes of deep-seated inequalities in education in the United States, including disparities in suspension, expulsion, and school arrest. Our continued separation influences the way in which we interact around race, including the ways in which teachers and administrators interact with students. In this section, we turn to a rapidly growing body of evidence finding that, however much we would rather not talk about it, issues of race and difference continue to be embedded in our schools and society, continuing to reinforce and replicate inequality in society, in education, and in school discipline.

Implicit bias.

As outlined earlier, implicit biases are deep-seated attitudes that operate outside conscious awareness—that may even be in direct conflict with a person’s stated beliefs and values. Today, brains still “hold” old biases and preferences for various groups (positive or negative); such associations are mostly involuntary.

Implicit biases do not necessarily lead to explicitly biased decisions or behaviors in schools, but they can undergird discriminatory behaviors—especially when such biases remain unstated and unexamined. In the school discipline realm, some research suggests that White and Black students may receive differential treatment in terms of opportunities to participate in learning settings, or different teacher reactions to misbehavior. At the office level, harsher punishment of students of color for the same or similar behavior has been documented. Finally, recent research has shown that schools with a higher proportion of Black students are more likely to use a range of more punitive consequences, including suspension, expulsion, arrests and zero tolerance; the increasing presence of police officers on school staff exacerbates potential punitive responses. Since these patterns have been found to occur regardless of school demographics or the severity of student behavior, it becomes increasingly difficult to rule out the possibility of some form of bias as a contributing factor.

Fortunately, emerging research suggests that it is possible to recognize implicit bias in oneself and learn techniques to overcome such perceptions and increase positive social interactions. Police trainings are tackling implicit bias, and so are interventions in schools. Professor Patricia Devine, for example, developed a “multi-faceted prejudice habit-breaking” intervention that taught participants five different de-biasing strategies. Significant reductions in implicit bias among those trained provide tangible evidence that a controlled intervention can produce persistent reductions in implicit bias.

Microaggressions.

Microaggressions—everyday exchanges, usually brief, that deliver demeaning messages or subtle reminders about racial stereotypes—remain one key way that unconscious stereotypes or implicit biases are enacted in daily interactions. Microaggressions are often enacted automatically and unconsciously—delivered in the form of subtle insults, indifferent looks, gestures, and tones. Such actions are often difficult to identify, whether they are verbal, nonverbal, visual, or behavioral. Outside of schools, “microaggressions” can look like a waiter serving a White patron before someone of color; in schools, microaggressions can be acts that convey underlying (even if unconscious) messages that people of color are less intelligent, more dangerous, or otherwise inferior. Sometimes, everyday “microaggressions” are moments when we ignore, negate, or dismiss others’ experiences of harm. In the disciplinary realm, “microaggressions” can take shape in sudden overreactions to young people of color as threatening.

“Maybe we shouldn’t talk about it.”

Yet despite the need to attend carefully to everyday interactions with students, pre-service and in-service teachers often resist discussing racial topics related to education and to discipline specifically. The difficulty that educators, especially White educators, have in openly talking about race and racism has been well documented. Further, many scripts shape our talk when we do talk about race—we often explain race issues in predictably reductive ways. Thus, discussing our race talk habits head on is a crucial part of discussing race disparities in education.

A colorblind perspective suggests that maybe we shouldn’t talk about it—that discussions about race are extraneous, or that those seeking to discuss race in, e.g., school discipline are “playing the race card.” A commitment to a colorblind philosophy may also be associated with the belief that U.S. society is in a “post-racial” era where any racial disparities are due simply to characteristics or behaviors of the affected groups themselves. Yet, professors of law Neil Gotanda has suggested that a color-blind stance is self-contradictory: Asserting that one does not “see color” actually requires considering race in society before rejecting its relevance.
Can We Address Racial Disparities without Addressing Race? The Failure of Race Neutrality

In recent years, national policy on education issues has replaced active, affirmative, race-conscious remedies with race-neutral ones. In case after case, the Supreme Court has rolled back efforts to consider race in school assignment. The evidence, suggests, however, that race-neutral approaches to diversifying schools, such as income-based school assignment, are not effective in reducing segregation: in fact, such “race neutral” solutions can lead to increased school segregation.

Nor is there evidence that race-neutral approaches have been effective in reducing racial/ethnic disparities in school discipline. For example, the approach of Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) has been found to be successful in general in reducing office disciplinary referrals, decreasing rates of school suspension, improving school climate, and to a certain extent even contributing to improved academic outcomes. Yet researcher Claudia Vincent and colleagues have demonstrated that without specific attention to issues of race and culture, implementation of PBIS has not always successfully reduced racial/ethnic disparities in office referrals and suspension. Together, these data suggest that to successfully address racial disparities in discipline, we must acknowledge and work through issues of race.

Part II: What Should We Do? Bringing Race into Conversations about Disparities

Talking about racial discipline patterns in schools isn’t easy, because it involves talking about the full range of race, racism, and racial inequality issues in American life. We have yet to have the national conversation on race urged by President Obama in his 2013 speech on the topic, precisely because having that conversation requires us to grapple with the harms, consequences, and continuing shape of racism, discrimination, and inequality woven into the very foundation of U.S. history. Such a conversation also requires us to consider how to counteract racial inequality and unequal resource allocations not only through policy, but also through our own everyday practices and interactions.

In schools (as in policing and elsewhere in society), such conversations are especially challenging, as they force educators to reflect on their own views of and interactions with students. Beverly Tatum argues that many Whites are reluctant to talk openly about race for fear that their comments will be misinterpreted, generating anger and rejection from people of color. Even considering the possibility of racial dynamics in our disciplinary interactions can be highly threatening: Do data showing racial disparities expose me or my school as “racist”? While school staff members may resist public decisions about race, they may continue to struggle in private with a variety of race-based questions, tensions, and dilemmas in the wake of racialized interactions with students and colleagues.

Yet addressing racial disparities requires addressing race. Imagine a school district with consistently low reading achievement scores; yet within that district, an unwritten code prevented staff from explicitly discussing the topic of reading. Obviously, the failure to address the central problem would guarantee that reading deficits would persist over time. In the same way, when we don’t discuss and then address the racial dynamics of our racially disproportionate discipline, racial disparities in discipline continue to worsen over time. Pollock has referred to race talk resistance as a complicated “colormurkiness.” While some clumsy or incomplete race talk can in fact create harm (see below), our reticence to talk frankly about issues of race prevents us from even considering the steps we need to take to fix racial discipline disparities.

The goal is not just to talk “more” about racial patterns in discipline; rather, the goal is to discuss those patterns more thoroughly and then to ultimately eradicate them. A conversation about race and discipline means talking about what we think automatically about “types of children,” even if those thoughts are undesired; who we react to with fear or harshness; and who needs more care inside our school buildings. It also means asking hard questions about whether opportunities to learn and to be included in learning opportunities are equally or sufficiently distributed in schools. Particularly important to an “anti-racist” approach to discipline is to talk more thoroughly about any given incident of discipline and to ask reflectively, does this act of discipline provide access to opportunity, or shut off such access? Another key approach is to react compassionately, calmly, and without escalation to every young person’s interaction with a peer or teacher.

What follows are practical descriptions of approaches and strategies that can be used in schools and classrooms to acknowledge and address issues of racial inequality. The goal is not simply to talk about race, but rather to a) identify the extent of racial/ethnic disparities through examination of the data, b) be willing to discuss those disparities and their causes thoroughly, c) develop interventions that include a race-conscious analysis of the causes of those disparities, and d) monitor the effectiveness of our interventions through continued examination of disaggregated data.

Identify and Acknowledge the Extent of Disciplinary Disparities through Examination of the Data

Administrators and educators can open conversations on racial inequality by examining actual data at the school, district, state, and federal levels. Relying on school data to examine disparities based on race/ethnicity, as well as sexual orientation, gender identity, and disability status, provides teachers and administrators the opportunity to engage in honest discussions about why some groups of students are faring worse in discipline outcomes. In some cases, analyzing achievement outcomes simultaneously with disciplinary outcomes might be essential, as disciplinary incidents can arise in classrooms where students and teachers are having frustrated interactions over academics. Educators and their supporters can:

- Examine out-of-school suspension, expulsion and school arrest data, as well as classroom disciplinary referral data, to ask what student groups seem to be disciplined disproportionately and to what extent decisions by school personnel play a role.
- Monitor and hold schools and districts accountable for racial/ethnic disparities in opportunities and resources for students, in order to remedy any unequal patterns in academic preparation and achievement that can exacerbate negative student-teacher interactions.
- Increase understanding and provide deep professional development for teachers and principals around issues of racial disparities, exclusions, and differences.

Engage in Conversations about Race

Once disaggregated data are available, they must be interpreted. Schools will make the most progress if data open a door to reflective and critical conversations about the ways in which school processes, adult actions, and adult interactions with students may contribute to disciplinary outcomes. Sustaining a critical conversation about race patterns means asking questions about the full set of interactions that produce discipline patterns; about how race factors in to how adults react
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to students and, how students then react to adults; about which false or harmful notions about “races” we carry around with us as we interact; and even when and how thinking of other human beings in terms of race is helpful.

To set the context for thorough analysis before dialoguing about specific disciplinary incidents, school leaders can encourage reading and dialogue about the issues raised in the first half of this brief, including:

- The history of false notions about “groups,” including the contemporary forms of old ideas and stereotypes.
- The national history of racial disparities in education opportunity, and the variety of factors that contribute to any contemporary lack of opportunities in the school’s local setting.
- The distribution of resources in the school’s academic and/or social environment.

In order to remedy disparities, educators must design specific strategies for improving student-teacher relationships, and preventing and handling conflict.

Then, leaders can support a thorough conversation about specific disciplinary incidents and habits of discipline at the school, including discussions of:

- How interests are served/not served, and whose needs are met/not met, by different disciplinary practices at the school (e.g., an out of school suspension; a “time out”).
- Students’ and educators’ actual experiences with specific incidents of school discipline.
  - Leaders can support teachers in considering the pros and cons of specific disciplinary interactions, for students as well as for teachers.
  - Leaders also can support teachers to reflect on the experiences and pervasive ideas that have shaped their “gut perceptions” of students.
- Finally, leaders can support educators to reflect on ways to create a culturally flexible school where both teachers and students can interact “across numerous social and cultural boundaries.”

Facilitating Discussions about Race and Discipline with both Colleagues and Students

Educators preparing to create a dialogue with colleagues about issues of race and discipline can find many tips for dialogue in the work of researchers, with the goal of supporting colleagues to hear information, analyze causes, and design solutions. Without proper preparation, facilitators may themselves minimize individual experiences, reinforce stereotypes, or find themselves unable to handle the range of conflicting and sometimes strong opinions and emotions that may arise.

“Clumsy race talk” can also result in repeated stereotyping of students from particular groups, if speakers a) simply repeat stereotypes about students rather than challenge them, or, b) repeat scripted analyses that students alone are responsible for disciplinary problems, even when every discipline interaction involves an interaction between adults and students. To avoid repeating such “scripts” in talk about discipline, teachers can talk about situations and interactions with students that seemed to “snowball” into a discipline problem. UCLA educational researcher Tyrone Howard has shown that having teachers watch videos of their interactions with youth can help them unpack disciplinary incidents more thoroughly: educators can unpack how small interactions grow into dire disciplinary consequences.

To talk openly about race and why racial disparities occur, we must create safe spaces for school personnel. School principals and administrators can support colleagues to openly discuss the full range of dynamics under specific discipline incidents, opportunity provision in the school, and, student-teacher relationships generally. Educators need space to think through and dialogue about their own reactions to students; in addition, research shows that restorative justice approaches can support students to think through their own interactions to teachers. In engaging colleagues and even youth in dialogue, school leaders can:

- Model a willingness to ask questions.
- Acknowledge that mistakes will be made when speaking about race.
- Acknowledge that participants will experience discomfort while considering and discussing experiences/perspectives different from one’s own.
- Model commitment on the part of all participants to being part of the analyses of problems and solutions, given that any discipline issue involves an interaction between students and adults.
- Do not miss “race teachable moments.” Take the opportunity when students’ comments, questions, and classroom incidents or students’ preoccupations about race and/or racism to sustain critical conversations about inequities. These spontaneous conversations can be complemented by formal activities that allow students to share about their families and identities.

Crafting Race-Conscious Intervention and Evaluation

Addressing the race aspect of racial discipline disparities requires more than thorough dialogue about why disparities occur. In order to remedy disparities, educators must design specific strategies for improving student-teacher relationships, and preventing and handling conflict. To support such work, leaders in the field have recommended a host of overall strategies, including efforts to improve the cultural responsiveness of instruction and classroom management. Efforts to increase academic rigor and to increase safe, predictable environments for young people have also been shown overall to reduce the conflicts that balloon into discipline cases. Case studies have shown that specific attention to cultural responsiveness—that is, connecting students’ reactions to students’ lives—is beneficial for classroom process and student outcome.

Educators also can seek more specific strategies and interventions to reduce racial discipline disparities. A previous brief in this series, specifically addressing intervention, acknowledged that while we need to know a great deal more about how to intervene specifically to close the discipline gap, promising interventions are emerging. That brief identified a number of interventions and principles for reducing disparities in discipline:

- Supportive Relationships
  Programs that improve interactions between teachers and students, such as My Teaching Partner have been shown to both reduce the incidence of disciplinary removal and close the racial/ethnic discipline gap.
- Academic Rigor
  High level and engaging instruction, combined with support for meeting high expectations, has been shown to turn around achievement even in highly disrupted school settings.
• **Culturally Relevant and Responsive Instruction**
  Teachers can create safe and respectful classroom environments through materials, events, and teaching that reflect the diversity of their classrooms and community.\(^{28}\)

• **Bias-free classrooms and respectful school environments**
  Analyzing disaggregated data can allow school teams to determine if different groups of students receive different penalties for the same infraction. Teachers can avoid the trap of differential treatments by replacing snap judgments about discipline with time to reflect on the nature of the interaction.

• **Use Problem-Solving Approaches to Discipline**
  Restorative practices train staff in structured problem solving to identify contributors to conflict, offering a promising approach for reducing the discipline gap.\(^{29}\)

• **Recognizing Student and Family Voice**
  The experience of community organizations such as Denver’s Padres y Jovenes Unidos\(^{30}\) have shown that schools with issues of disproportionate discipline benefit greatly from reaching out to parents and students to understand their concerns.

• **Reintegrating students after conflict**
  After long-term absences due to suspension, expulsion, or detention, “transition centers,” involving collaboration between probation, mental health, child welfare, and school districts, can assist in the successful transition of excluded youth back into school.

It is unclear whether interventions must be tailored to specific racial/ethnic or cultural populations in order to have an impact on student outcomes.\(^{31}\) However, closing racial discipline gaps will almost certainly require interventions and programs that are in some way race-conscious— that is, conscious of overall race dynamics in student-educator relationship and interaction.

At the same time, we cannot assume that any specific intervention or program, however effective it may appear to be in general, will reduce racial and ethnic disparities until we specifically test and measure the effect of that program on such disparities. In order to know whether any intervention or strategy is effective in closing racial gaps, then, evaluating its effects specifically on racial/ethnic disparities is key. As part of any new program, educators, policymakers and researchers seeking to reduce racial inequity will need to answer the question: What is the evidence that our efforts have specifically reduced race and ethnic disparities in discipline?

**Does a Race-Conscious Approach Make A Difference?**

Talking about race is linked to improved outcomes when it is tied to actual school reforms and practices focused on achieving equity in schools. In Tyrone Howard’s\(^{32}\) study of four schools successful in closing racial achievement gaps, he identifies five attributes commonly found across the schools that were fundamental in each of the school’s ability to produce high achievers in challenging circumstances. One of these attributes was explicitly acknowledging race, racism, and its perceived influence in learning. The other attributes included visionary leadership, effective instructional practice, intensive academic intervention, and parental and community engagement. More research and interventions utilizing race- and culture-conscious approaches are needed to fully explore the potential of such interventions.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Regardless of our attempts to avoid the topic, the issue of race emerges over and over again, permeating our society and conditioning our lives. For Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Tamir Rice, and many other African American males, the translation of racialized thinking into action yielded deadly consequences. For many other youth in our nation, the consequences of our heritage of presumed racial difference and long-standing segregation play themselves out on a daily basis, through lowered expectations, decreased educational opportunity, and disciplinary overreaction. This is an old problem. Corrosive stereotypes—like the dangerous Black male—rooted themselves deep in our nation’s psyche and, whether or not they reach our consciousness, remain entwined in our thinking and our practices today. Throughout much of our history, the structures of slavery, Jim Crow, and other forms of racial exclusion were purposely intended to maintain deep divisions between us, to the advantage of some groups and the detriment of others.

Even as we celebrate anniversaries of *Brown v. Board of Education* and the civil rights movement challenging the legal framework of segregation and division, judicial rulings and federal policy have reversed that early momentum, maintaining and reinforcing structural inequality and boundaries of race and class. Although based on social understandings rather than biological realities, perceptions of racial difference continue to determine who has opportunity and privilege, and who does not. At the same time, the benefits of integration foreseen by its advocates—that increased contact would lead to increased understanding, empathy, and ultimately equality—have not occurred, simply because there has not yet been real integration in American society. Today in schools, our interactions across racial lines yield differential outcomes in school discipline, with devastating consequences for the young people served.

The goal is not just to talk more about racial patterns in discipline; rather, the goal is to discuss those patterns more thoroughly and then to ultimately eradicate them.
differences occur, b) thoroughly discuss the contexts and interactions creating those data, c) craft interventions to erase those disparities, and d) follow through to ensure that we have truly made a difference, by monitoring the disaggregated data to evaluate the impact of our actions. Ultimately, as has been noted in other papers in this series, achieving racial equity in school discipline requires action, leadership and a commitment to counteract old habits and stereotypes. The roots of racial inequality in our schools and our society are many centuries deep. Eliminating disciplinary disparities, or for that matter any inequity in our educational system, will require an ongoing awareness of how those disparities are produced, and a steadfast commitment to finally bringing them to an end.

Endnotes


15. Early movies, such as Birth of a Nation (Griffith, Dixon, & Triangle Film Corporation, 1915) cemented the image in the public mind, and President Theodore Roosevelt proclaimed, in his 1906 State of the Union Address that “The greatest existing cause of lynching is the perpetration, especially by Black men, of the hideside crime of rape—the most abominable in all the category of crimes, even worse than murder...” (Roosevelt, T. [1906]. Sixth annual message. The State of the Union Messages, 3, 2194. Available at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=29547). The founder and first president of the American Psychological Association, G. Stanley Hall, argued that during slavery, hard work and fear were “potent restraints,” but with the end of slavery, “… idleness, drink, and a new sense of equality have destroyed these restraints of imperious lust, which in some cases is reinforced by the thought of generations of abuse of his own women by White men upon whom he would turn the tables” (Hall, G. S. [1905]. The Negro in Africa and America. The Pedagogical Seminary, 12(3), 350-368.).
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30. Defined as segregation that results from intentional state action.

31. In Keyes v. School District No. 1 413 U.S. 189 (1973), the Court backed away from the implication that the racial separation of Blacks was the basis of the constitutional violation of segregated schools, ruling that if racially separate schools were not the result of racially motivated decision-making, such an adverse result for the Black schoolchildren did not meet the definition of unconstitutional segregation. In its 2007 decision in Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1 (PICS) 551 U.S. 701, 782 (Kennedy, J Concurring in Part, Concurring in Judgment), the Supreme Court rejected the ability of public schools in Seattle and Louisville to use individual racial identities for school assignments.
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